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PRESS RELEASE FROM THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN PREMIER, MRC DUNSTAtfi 
Migration Polic^'p 2502o72fo 
There was a need for Australia's migration programme to be 
integrated with the country's economic needs± the South Australian 
Premierj Mr 0 Dunstan, said in Canberra today0 
Mr. Dunstanj who is also State Immigration Minister^ was 
speaking at a conference of State and Federal Immigration Ministers^' 
"I do not think we can any longer fail to question the original 
bases on which our migration programme was founded"j he said^ . 
The South Australian Government believed that the level of 
migration had to be consistent with its objective of promoting 
the fastest rise in the standard of laving of each member of the 
population a pleasant environment^ 
The integration of migration policy with national economic 
needs would involve: 
Less emphasis on numbers of migrants for their own sake -
and selection ofl the basis of the contribution they could make, 
particularly to meet shortages of particular skills**. Quality 
rather than quantity^ 
^ Allowance for migration on compassionate grounds1,, 
^ More money for educational help for migrants'* 
^ More realistic acknowledgement by the Commonwealth Treasury 
of the serious effect immigration had on State budgets1;' 
Mr. Dunstan told the conference that South Australia shared 
with other States a contuining shortage of revenue to deal with 
present and future shortages in educational and health facilities^ 
These problems were aggravated by heavy immigration organised 
by the Commonwealth without adequate compensation for the 
disproportionate increases in State spending!^ 
It was time for the States to look at the adverse effect 
that, heavy population growth had on their revenue and loan accounts^ 
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Mr e Duns tan said that'j to many urban planners and for most 
of their inhabitants, Sydney and Melbourne were already too large, 
too costly and too uncomfortable for pleasant living^ 
Adelaide was still an attarctive city butj if allowed to spread 
much morep would lose its advantages^ 
Two questions needed to be askeds 
Was the Federal Government prepared to support with substantial 
subsidies or grants the redevelopment of inner urban.areas - an 
action which would provide a denser core^ miantain the life of city 
centres and help limit the creeping outwards of endless suburbia? 
Vas the Federal Government prepared to support financially 
either the creation of new cities or a forced pace of growth for 
existing smaller cities? 
Noting that migrant inflow had been overwhelmingly concentrated 
on urban areas} and mainly the capital cities, Mr 0 Dunstan 
called for "a dialogue" with the Commonwealth on these questions 
and the whole area of urban planning^ 
He said he had been unable to achieve this so far at 
Premiers' Conferences or at Housing Ministers' conferences^1 
Mr'y Dunstan asked the Federal Minister'; Drl. Forbes'}' to take 
UP with the Prime Minister and Federal Treasurer, 
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